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A depended on author and teacher at the recovery of tractors--from Ford and Farmall to John
Deere--Tharran Gaines offers a complete, in actual fact detailed, step by step consultant to
portray your tractor for that completely genuine look. It’s the crowning glory and the very first
thing somebody will see; the paint task is an important step in tractor restoration, and the
thoughts could be a bit unfamiliar, a section daunting. This easy-to-follow how-to e-book takes
the guesswork and nervousness out of the method and assures you of having simply the glance
you will want How To Paint Your Tractor on your classic farm machine. Beginning with steel
cleaning, preparation, and bodywork repair, Gaines covers primer and paint types; matching
classic paint colors; and portray gear and techniques. He concludes with How To Paint Your
Tractor sticker and logo placement and alertness and completing techniques.
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